Background to this study
• Uranium in saline waters can concentrate in saltlakes through reduction and precipitation by desulfovibrio spp bacteria. This process has been observed to operate in salt lakes both in USA and Australia.
• In USA (San Joaquin valley, California) issues arising from concentration of U, Se and Mo in sediments and their effects on wildlife led to closure of salt disposal ponds
Factors in the formation of U concentrations in salt-lakes
• Sources of uranium (granites, marine shales)
That uranium must be "available" for leaching
• Elevated U in groundwaters
Cases where U accumulations have been found have coincided with levels of dissolved U being much higher than average • Process stops when changes in M and C become smaller than a preset limit
Self-Organizing Maps
• A self-organizing map (SOM) is an unsupervised technique for visualisation of multivariate data. SOM summarizes the "essence" of a data set
• A SOM consists of a set of nodes set out in a pattern, each node comprising a vector of weights of the same dimension as the input data vectors.
• We refer to these as code vectors
Training a SOM
• The SOM is trained by presenting the data repeatedly and adjusting the weights to "learn" the structure of the data • The weight adjustment is constrained by two processes- • The poor imputation results shown here for U should NOT be taken as a impugning imputation in general • We undertook a difficult task • SOM through its model-free approach is a useful addition to the array of imputation tools
